MODERN INTERFEROMETRY

* No actual laser photons were harmed during the filming of this cover.

• Build Michelson, Sagnac, and Mach-Zehnder Interferometers
• Generate and Count Interference Fringes Manually or Electronically
• Use ‘Quadrature Michelson’ Interferometry to Count Bi-directionally
• Perform Experiments in Thermal Expansion, Magnetostriction,
Index of Refraction, and the Electro-Optic and Piezo-Electric Effects
• Observe White-Light Interference, and Quantify Optical Coherence
• Measure Thickness Interferometrically with 80-nm Resolution

Instruments Designed For Teaching

NANOMETERS, FEMTOSECONDS, & COHERENCE
BUILDING A MICHELSON INTERFEROMETER
‘Interferometry’ means to measure, using the interference
of light. TeachSpin believes that students will understand
the methods and capabilities of interferometry best if they
assemble, align, and operate their own interferometers.
Thus our new ‘Modern Interferometry’ kit includes all the
components students need to build several kinds of interferometer, and then to use interferometry to perform many
kinds of physical measurement.
The kit emulates current laboratory practice in table-top
optics by starting with an optical breadboard onto
which students mount carefully crafted components. A first
example of the capabilities of the kit is shown in the cover
photo. This is a Michelson interferometer. You can see the
He-Ne laser and the two steering mirrors that deliver its beam
to the interferometer proper. Both the beamsplitter and the
end-mirror mounts (Fig. 1) are TeachSpin’s proprietary
designs, optimized for stability and simplicity of alignment.
Also visible in the cover photo is an electronic detector
of interferometric signals, which complements the visual
detection of ‘fringes’ in this interferometer.

Using this Michelson interferometer, it is possible to
measure the wavelength of light with a micrometer.
TeachSpin’s kit include special translation bases for the end
mirrors. This allows the interferometric path difference to
be changed coarsely (over many inches), or finely (with a
0-1" translator) or super-finely (over 0-2 mm, with 0.1 μm
resolution) using a proprietary flexure-translation stage
driven by a differential micrometer. A motor drive (Fig. 2)
is included, allowing the slow and controlled change in
path-length difference that gives ‘fringes in time’ shown in
Fig. 3. Since these fringes arise for a displacement measured by a micrometer, they make possible a mechanical
measurement of the wavelength of the laser source. In fact,

Fig. 3. Fringes in time, from a motor-driven Michelson interferometer

in Fig. 3, the source is a red diode-laser module included
with the kit, which has the advantage of lacking a ‘book
value’ of wavelength!

Fig. 1. One of TeachSpin’s proprietary mirror mounts

Fig. 2. The ‘drive train’
connecting a synchronous
motor, via a differential
micrometer, to TeachSpin’s
flexure translation stage

The high and uniform contrast of such fringes is
testimony to outstanding optical elements, and to the
pure translation delivered by the flexure-translation stage.
Since thousands of such fringes can be generated,
we’ve included in the Controller unit the electronics that
counts these fringes.

QUADRATURE MICHELSON INTERFEROMETER
Where is the energy of the light going, in an interferometer adjusted for destructive interference? That’s a question
students may have asked you. TeachSpin’s kit makes it
possible to investigate this in detail. Figure 4 shows a way to
detect the non-standard output of Michelson interferometer
— meaning the light heading back toward the laser source.
The quantitative detection of that light shows that the
standard, and non-standard, outputs of the interferometer are
complementary. That is, when interference is destructive at
the standard output, it’s constructive at the non-standard
output. And that’s where the energy of the light is going —
when none of it is dissipated.

the dot is confined to the locus shown. Hence the apparent
noise is in fact signal, a measure of the instantaneous optical
phase of the interferometer! And since the up-down
counting system keeps track of the ‘winding number’ of that
dot around the locus, it is easy to count thousands of fringes
even in the face of vibration.

Fig. 5. The fringe signals X(t) and Y(t), and the X-Y plot of the same data

Fig. 4. The layout for a quadrature Michelson interferometer

But the interferometer becomes even more valuable when
there is some dissipation! In addition to the dielectric-film
beamsplitters used above, the Modern Interferometry kit
includes a specially-selected metal-film beamsplitter plate
which is deliberately lossy. With this single change, the
standard and non-standard outputs of the interferometer are
no longer 180° out of phase. Rather, they are very nearly in
quadrature (90° out of phase). These signals are illustrated in
Fig. 5. The X-Y display of such signals on a ‘scope reveals
a dot which traces an elliptical locus. The direction of motion
of the signal point around the locus reverses when the
direction of motion of the end mirror reverses. The counting
electronics is arranged to make reversible (up-down)
counting of fringes possible.
Up-down counting can bring amazing vibration immunity
to an interferometer. It is tell-tale that the apparent noise in
the X(t) and Y(t) signals in Fig. 5 in fact does not cause the
dot in the (X,Y) display to wander about in the plane. Rather,
Fig. 6. Length changes of a nickel sample due to magnetic field variation

One application of this bi-directional counting is in the
data of Fig. 6, obtained from a set-up in which the position of
one end mirror of a quadrature Michelson is controlled by the
length of a polycrystalline nickel sample. The change in the
length of the sample during its magnetization cycle can be
followed, even as it undergoes reversals, by the up-down
counting that quadrature interferometry uniquely makes
possible. This length measurement has sub-wavelength
resolution, bi-directional capability, superb linearity, and a
precisely-known scale factor.

SAGNAC’S INTERFEROMETER
Nearly everyone has heard of the Michelson-Morley
experiment, in which an interferometer famously failed to
detect the supposed translational motion of the earth
relative to the ‘lumeniferous ether’. But optical detection
of ‘absolute rotation’ is possible, and is the basis of
optical gyroscopes. An interferometer optimized for such
detection has the Sagnac topology illustrated in Fig. 7.
There a beamsplitter divides an entering laser beam into
two emerging beams, which traverse the periphery of
a rectangular geometry in opposite directions. The two
beams recombine back at the beamsplitter, and the
interferometer is sensitive to the difference of phase
accumulation of the beams traversing the circumference
in clockwise and anti-clockwise directions.

cell causes phase changes in the interferometer, and hence
its output signal. The kit includes a gas-handling manifold
and a differential pressure transducer, making possible the
quantitative, and very sensitive, detection of the index of
refraction of gasses.

Fig. 8. The gas cell, pressure transducer, and gas manifold for index-of-refraction studies

Fig. 7. A Sagnac interferometer built from modular TeachSpin components

In the Sagnac configuration, both beams are reflected
by the same set of surfaces and components, making most
vibrational noise a common-mode effect to which the
interferometer is insensitive. One application of adjacent
but non-overlapping beams is to let one of the beams pass
through a gas cell. Now a variation of gas pressure in the

As an illustration of the remarkable sensitivity of the
Sagnac interferometer, the data in Fig. 9 show just one
‘fringe’ of the signal due to variation of air pressure in the
cell. Changing the pressure over a full atmosphere gives
about 40 of these fringes. But resolution vastly better than
one fringe is available. Expanding on both axes shows
how truly tiny the noise can be. In fact, the square-wave
modulation visible atop the expanded signal is not noise at
all, but the effect of another simultaneous experiment.
Into one of the two beams of the interferometer is also
placed the electro-optic crystal included in the kit.
A square-wave modulation of ±5 Volts across the crystal
creates the one milli-fringe (ie. 6.28 milli-radian) phase
modulation that is exhibited by the data.

Fig. 9. Fringe data from a Sagnac interferometer: on the left, due to air-pressure variation in the gas cell; on the right, due to the electro-optic effect in a crystal

NANOMETERS, FEMTOSECONDS, AND COHERENCE
A Sagnac is not the only type of interferometer that is
capable of sub-wavelength senstivity. As an illustration
of the length-measuring capabilities of TeachSpin’s
Michelson interferometer, we show below some signals
obtained when one of the end mirrors is displaced by the
piezo-electric actuator included in the kit. The trace in
Fig. 10a shows the signal due to a triangle-wave excursion, in the length of the actuator, through a range of
about 0.5 wavelengths of He-Ne light (that’s 0.316 μm
= 316 nm); this gives 1.0 fringe’s worth of signal.

Fig. 10a. Michelson-interferometer response to a triangle-wave displacement
of half a wavelength, peak-to-peak

If the piezoelectric excursion is decreased by ten-fold,
and the interferometer is operated on the ‘side of a
fringe’, the now 32-nm displacement of the end
mirror still creates a signal (Fig 10b), faithfully displaying the triangle-wave modulation of the actuator’s length.

There’s another way to view this sort of sensitivity.
Since an interferometric fringe corresponds to one
extra wavelength of distance, it also corresponds to a
time delay of one optical period, which is about 2 fs
(= 2 femtoseconds, 2 x 10-15 s) for red light. Since both
the Sagnac and Michelson interferometers can be
operated with milli-fringe sensitivity, students can
clearly see that attosecond (= 10-18s) time-delay
sensitivity can be readily attained with this table-top
teaching apparatus.
With these tools of distance control and time manipulation, TeachSpin has been able to include another
application of interferometry, namely the study of
optical coherence. Clearly an unequal-arm Michelson
interferometer is able to display the presence of a phase
relationship of light, emitted by the same source,
at two times separated by Δt = ΔL/c. In fact a
Michelson interferometer is a way to study the
‘temporal cross-correlation’ of light, and a properly
constructed interferometer can be used to show that
even supposedly incoherent white light has such a
cross-correlation! The MI1-A provides a systematic
way for students to locate, to sub-micron precision, the
zero-path-difference position in our interferometer, and
an elegant way for them to observe the ‘white-light
fringes’ that result (Fig. 11). The Modern Interferometry
kit includes a white-light and LED sources, and some
narrow-band optical filters, to make it possible to
study the relationship between spectral bandwidth
and coherence length of sources, and thereby to
demonstrate that optical coherence is a distinction
in degree, not kind.

Fig. 10b. Response to a smaller displacement of amplitude λ/20, peak-to-peak

In fact, with a little signal-averaging on the oscilloscope, another ten-fold reduction in excursion (now to
just 3.2 nm peak-to-peak) still leaves an easily detected
interferometric signal. The use of TeachSpin’s lock-in
amplifier will readily reveal a motion of just 0.1 nm
peak-to-peak. This represents the translation of the
whole end mirror, and its flexure translator, through an
excursion comparable to the diameter of a single atom!

Fig. 11. White-light fringes viewed in TeachSpin’s interferometer: on the left, in
full optical bandwidth; on the right, the same light sent through a green light
filter of 10-nm bandwidth

MACH-ZEHNDER INTERFEROMETER
The optical elements in TeachSpin’s MI1-A allow students to
build two versions of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer. Fig. 12
shows the topology of such an interferometer, which uses two
uni-directional beams of wide separation. The version shown
uses polarizing beam-splitter cubes to achieve beam separation
and recombination, making it ideally suited to provoking deep
thought about conceptual issues such as ‘which-way’ path information and ‘delayed choice’ experiments in quantum mechanics.

Fig. 12. One layout for a Mach-Zehnder interferometer, using polarizing
beamsplitter cubes

The kit includes two Polaroids, so that student can verify that
light in the two beams is orthogonally polarized. They can also
verify that no interference of the emerging beams will result for
the topology shown. It’s only when a Polaroid is placed in the
output beam that fringes can be seen. In fact, when this Polaroid
is oriented so that the observer is sure of ‘which way’ the light
passed through the interferometer, then the fringes disappear!

Students can build another version of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer using the polarization-insensitive beamsplitter plates
included in the kit. Interferometers like this are widely used in
optical testing, since they’re well-suited for displaying the effects
of any wavefront distortion in either beam.

PARTIAL LIST OF INCLUDED COMPONENTS
• Electronic controller/counter unit
• Optical Breadboard (24" x 36")
• Light Sources (4)
• Steering Mirrors (2)
• Beamsplitters (5)
• End Mirrors (3)
• Translation Stages (2) with micrometers
• Motor drive for differential micrometer
• Rotation Stage
• Photo-diode Detectors (2)
• Polarizers (2)
• Gas Cell, Pressure Transducer, Gas Manifold
• Slab samples for index of refraction
• Samples for Thermal Expansion (5)
• Samples for Magnetostriction (3)
• Electro-optic crystal, and mount
• Optical ‘keepsakes’ for thickness measurement
• Compensator plate and mount

EXTRA EQUIPMENT NEEDED
Digital oscilloscope, function generator, forepump (for index
of refraction of gasses), power supply or Audio Amplifier
PAA1-A (for magnetostriction solenoid).
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